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Perhaps the most appropriate title for the presentation of this season would have been 
“contradictions”, because every day this it what it seems to everyone, and it  is always 
more difficult to distinguish not only one line from another, but several common lines, both 
in the initial product and the final product. At times   distinguishing between beauty and 
ugliness, usefulness from uselessness, sensibility from senselessness or worst still what is 
decent from what is indecent is a challenging feat.

One would think that the contradictions and the extremes of clothing fashions are fruit of 
the same phenomenon: that of the implosion of significance and the importance of the 
statute of rigid FORM , in some ways “established” in the past by different alternating 
fashion trends (not only regarding clothing) and that without these “regulating” aspects, no 
way  of  dressing  nor  any “creative  method”  in  the  broadest  sense can  be considered 
fashion.  Prompt severe criticism on industrial  design as well  as its  final  aesthetic  and 
practical ends is further proof of this growing consensus.

A vast sector of mainstream communication insists heavily on the natural and eco-friendly, 
which without any doubt is politically correct. However, it fails to dispel the sensation that 
this trend is primarily an attempt to stave off bad luck in the face of environmental decay in 
the natural environment which is rapidly being ruined.
How to counteract this is quite evident especially in certain creative environments, and not 
only  those  related  to  fashion.  The  counteraction  is  more  generalized  in  all  of  the 
philosophy and avant-garde creative planning. It is not only a question of looking back or 
“revisiting” the past and imagining the future in an ecologic environmentally compatible 
manner, but there is also the impulse to look at tomorrow in more or less realistic terms 
which  are  at  times  fantastic  or  like  science-fiction.  Imagine  materials  that  are  direct  
descendents of that “wave” of technological performance of the 90s with eminently man 
made aspects,  which  in  the  last  few years  has  been  left  aside.  There  is  almost  the 
sensation that this is what  is awaiting us as the real challenge for those who want  to 
imagine  the  “new”  which  is  to  be  managed  conscientiously  and  wisely  (obviously 
environmentally friendly).

What has been said so far should be closely connected to another important message, 
which  is  that  of  the  ESSENTIAL  forms  (and  I  would  also  add  the  content).  This 
essentialism can be correlated easily to the socio-economic circumstances and the need 
to eliminate the superfluous . But it is also a minimalism seen as the desire to conform to 
the need of discretion and, last but not least, it is the revenge and cultural response, which 
is almost a polemic against the superfetation of decorum and exposure of other markets 
and social classes. This is not to be ignored from the point of view of marketing which is 
the other “polarization” illustrated in the images that follow. 

Whatever the approach may be, one thing is certain: in order to work at a compatible level 
with the production of  technologically advanced countries some key words must be kept in 



mind such as care, attention to details, extreme meticulosity,  crafting traditions handed 
down  from  generation  to  generation  and  technology  which  is  the  final  winning  card, 
especially if united with creative tradition. 

This concept has been the leit-motif  underlying the last few years of our proposals for 
product development and if possible it remains as such but with even greater precision. 
Whether it is applied towards extreme essentialism and minimalism or whether is  applied 
to the quest for decorative excess, the concept still remains.

To underline the strange contiguity and the apparently contradictory inter-relationship of 
the various “approaches”, the presentation has not been divided into parts but has been 
organized in a continuation of images. 
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